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Abstract — a new theory called electricity tracing has been introduced for providing a fair and non-discriminatory transmission 
service pricing. Recently, PSP technique is considered to be the pioneer in the application of electricity tracing. However, the 
technique necessitates for matrix inversion in which sometimes cannot be performed when there is singularity in the matrix 
property. Due to this mathematical problem, it is likely the technique unable to give a promising result. To explore a new approach, 
this paper demonstrates the Artificial Intelligence (AI) based optimization method for performing load tracing, by means of hybrid 
algorithm; the Ant Colony Pollinated-Flower Algorithm (ACP-FA). The experiment on IEEE 14-bus system together with 
comparative studies has proven the effectiveness of the proposed method and algorithm. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

This Today, the energy industry is shifted from 
vertical market structure to a deregulated market. The 
deregulated market consists of three main entities which 
are the transmission company (TRANSCO), the 
generation company (GENCO) and distribution company 
(DISCO). Most of the countries already moved into this 
new market such as New Zealand, Australia and most part 
in Canada [1]. To ensure the transparency and 
effectiveness in delivering the transmission charge to the 
consumer while bolstering the profits of company, the 
separation of generation, transmission and distribution is 
necessary for the electricity supply business.  

In this field, many researchers have found various 
techniques of allocating electricity charge; the traditional 
approaches such as the MW mile method, contract path 
method and postage stamp allocation [2].  However, the 
traditional methods are known to be biased for allocating 
the charge to the consumers. This is due to the fact that 
the traditional methods perform the allocation based on 
the agreement or bilateral contract of two parties rather 
than considered the technical part such as physical power 
flow.  

This situation has motivated researchers to find the 
best solution to allocate the transmission service charge. 

 After several researches have been conducted, the 
most reliable method for allocating the transmission 
charge has been introduced namely power tracing, which 
is able to trace the powers and losses contributed by 
individual generator and load. The Topological Generator 
and Load Distribution Factor (TGLDF) is considered the 

pioneer in the field of power tracing. The TGLDF, which 
relies on the Proportional Sharing Principle (PSP) was 
proposed by Bialek in [3] and [4] and the method consists 
of upstream and downstream algorithm. However, 
TGLDF necessitates for a matrix inversion which can lead 
to indeterminate results if the matrix is singular. 
Moreover, the algorithm is based on assumption that can 
affect the accuracy of result. 

 In article [5], Teng introduced Superposition 
Theorem-based power tracing by means of circuit theory 
approach. By applying the Ohm’s law, the algorithm is 
able to trace the voltages, currents and complex powers 
contributed by individual generator and load 
simultaneously. Nevertheless, the negative sharing 
occasionally produced by the algorithm have led to some 
confusions. Such a problem is unacceptable for a 
transparent business to be established as it can lead to 
controversial interpretation among the parties that 
involved in the market. Moreover, this algorithm is 
burdensome if a large test system is used. 

In article [6], optimization method has been proposed 
and the main elements for control variables, constraint 
and objective function were introduced. In order to 
formulate the problem, every physical constraints of 
power system has to be taken into account for more 
accurate power tracing results. Later in article [7] and [8], 
the optimization techniques using Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) and Evolutionary Programming (EP) have been 
presented in power tracing scheme which shows an 
effective mechanism in searching for optimal solution. 
Recently, article [9] implements the Artificial Bee Colony 
(ABC) algorithm in power tracing which reflects a good 
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computation time and robust tracing result. On overall, 
these reviews have motivated the author to conduct a 
study on electricity tracing by means of different method. 

For this paper, a hybrid bio-inspired optimization 
algorithm by means of Continuous Domain Ant Colony 
(ACOR) [10] incorporated with Flower Pollination 
Algorithm (FPA) [11] is proposed. The developed 
technique will be applied on IEEE 14-bus test system 
considering reactive power load tracing as the case study. 
Subsequently, the performance of the proposed method 
will be compared with others. 

II. NOTATION  

 
 The notation used throughout the paper is stated below. 

LiQ  The reactive sink of  l-th line 

flQ  The line flow of l-th line 

gkQ  The reactive power source in k-th load 

k
flx  Reactive power flow fraction of l-th line 

extracted by k-th reactive sink 
k
gkx  Reactive power fraction of l-th reactive 

source extracted by k-th reactive sink. 
nbr, ngen, 
nload  

Number of lines, number of generators and 
number of loads 

Psl Sending end power of i-th 
Prl Receiving end power of i-th 

i
rlx  Receiving end power fraction of l-th line 

i
slx  Sending end power fraction of l-th line 

i
l,lossx  Power losses fraction of l-th line 

X Individual candidates 

ELi   
Load –demand balance error of i-th reactive 
sinks 

Xi
c Pollen i or solution vector Xi at iteration t, 

g* Current best solution 
Г(λ) Standard gamma function 
s Number of step 
γ Scaling factor 

Xj
c and Xj

c 
Pollen from different flowers of the same 
plant species 

ϵ 
Local random walk from a uniform 
distribution in [0, 1] 

xli Load power fraction 

xfi Line flow power fraction 

U c
m  Hybrid mean selected from t-th solution of 

c-th control variable in archive T by m-th ant
c
m  Standard deviation of c-th control variable 

of ant 
  Pheromone evaporation rate 

c
TS  Other non-mean solution of c-th control 

variable in archive T 
e e-th solutions in archive T 
T Size of archive T 
N Normal sampling 

 

III. METHODOLOGY  

In load tracing, the generator powers and losses 
contributed by individual load are to be determined. For 
this research, the case study to be investigated is reactive 
power load tracing. The next section presents the 
foundation of reactive power tracing. 

A. Reactive power tracing concept  

In reactive power tracing, the alternative elements 
have to be considered. In contrast to real power tracing, 
the alternative elements can be either source or sink. For 
this research, a few modification need to be performed to 
deal with the pattern of reactive power flow such as 
addition of nodes on transmission lines and modification 
of shunt elements as either injection or consumption of 
reactive power. All the considerations for reactive power 
are summarized as follows. 

i. Shunt elements 
Capacitor bank, capacitive load and flexible alternating 
current transmission system (FACTS) devices like static 
VAR compensator are capable of injecting reactive power 
to the system.  The model to represent such elements is a 
shunt capacitor installed on the same bus. 

ii. Generator source and sink 
The generator and synchronous condenser also inject 
reactive power to the system besides shunt elements. Only 
when the generator or synchronous condenser has a 
negative reactive power, it will be a reactive power sink. 
The negative reactive power indicates that the generator 
consumed reactive power from the system and it acts like 
a load. 

iii. Line flow pattern of reactive power 
The tracing of reactive power has to consider the flow 
pattern of reactive power on transmission line. According 
to article [2], the transmission line can act either as 
reactive power source or sink, depending on the flow 
pattern. Hence, the modification to be performed is by 
adding a new bus in the middle of the transmission line to 
represent an injection or consumption of reactive power.   
 

B.  Proposed Problem Formulation 

For this research, the mathematical formulation was 
inspired from the research conducted in [8]. The elements 
of algorithm such as control variable, objective function, 
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equality and non-equality constraint will be set properly 
to provide a guide in the programming. For the purpose of 
this paper, the terms source and sink will be used 
throughout this paper to represent the generator and load 
respectively. This is due to the fact that reactive power is 
not solely supplied or consumed by generator or load, but 
other alternative elements such as capacitor bank and 
shunt compensators. The specified control variables, 
constraint and objective function are given as follow: 

 
a) Control Variable 
The elements in matrix X represent the individual 
candidate for ACP-FA that consists of line flow and load 
power fraction (xli and xfi). Hence, xli and xfi represent the 
control variables. The order of matrix X is given as (nbr + 
nload) x ngen 
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(1) 

 

The line flow fraction consists of sending-end and 
receiving-end power. The receiving-end power fraction is 
chosen to be the control variable since it goes directly to 
the load terminal. The equations of sending-end and 
losses fraction contributed by k-th reactive sink are 
represented as follows. 

 

(2) 

  
 (3) 

 

 
b) Constraint 
The ACP-FA is subjected to some considerable 
constraints to limit the searching process. This is to ensure 
no violation caused by ACP-FA during optimization 
process. All the constraints are presented as follows: 
 

 
(4) 

 
    (5) 

 

(6) 

 
 

c) Objective fitness 
The proposed objective function was derived from power 
balanced equation. After simplification, the fitness to be 
used is expressed as follows: 

  
(7) 

 

Hence, the objective of the algorithm is to minimize the 
error ELi as low as possible. 

C. Algorithm Development for ACP-FA-based-Power-
Tracing  

 
This section explains briefly the methodology and 

development of power tracing via the proposed hybrid 
algorithm which is the Ant Colony-Pollinated Flower 
Algorithm (ACP-FA). The hybridization of the algorithm 
is based on ACOR and FPA with the aim of resulting fast 
convergence property and solution optimality.  

C.1. Ant Colony Optimization for Continuous Domain 
(ACOR) 
 

The traditional ant colony optimization algorithm 
(ACO) was firstly introduced by Dorigo [14] in 1992 
which was inspired from the behavior of foraging food of 
ants. The algorithm is proven to be effective for solving 
various engineering problems due to its fast computation 
time and solution optimality. Nonetheless, the purpose of 
ACO is reliable only to solve combinatorial problem but 
not continuous domain as in the case of power system. 
For that reason, Socha in article [10] has made a 
modification on the algorithm while not changing the 
fundamental of ACO algorithm itself. The modification is 
made on the solution update process where the mean 
value and standard deviation are produced through 
Gaussian sampling method. Then, the new solution will 
be updated and stored in Solution Archive-T, which is the 
population pool. 
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C.2 Flower Pollinated Algorithm (FPA) 
 
The FPA as developed by Yang [12] is a bio-inspired 

algorithm which mimics the pollination of flower’s pollen 
by means of wind, insect, bird and other animals. 
Basically, the pollination is categorized into biotic and 
abiotic, cross and local pollination. In biotic pollination, 
the insects and animals become the medium of 
pollination. While in abiotic pollination, non-biological 
such as water and wind are the medium of the pollination. 
For the cross-pollination, the process of pollination is 
from a flower to another flower of a different plant. In 
contrast to cross pollination, self-pollination is the 
pollination of a flower to the same flowers or different 
flowers of the same plant. Biotic, cross-pollination is 
considered as a long distance pollination process which 
obey the Levy flight distribution, and this pollination is 
defined as global pollination. Another unique 
characteristic found in pollination is flower constancy; the 
tendency of pollinator to visit the same plant. This will 
help the flower to re-produce more and to ensure the 
survival of the flower species. The process of cross 
pollination and self-pollination are depicted in the 
illustration as in Figure 1. 

   
 

 
 

Figure 1: (a) Cross Pollination (b) Self-Pollination 

 

D. Algorithm Development 

Based on the experiment, it is found that ACOR 
technique has a fast computation time but unable to 
produce a robust solution optimality To combine the 
philosophy of both algorithms, the ACP-FA will 
maintained the process of ACOR, except during the 
finding of hybrid mean and standard deviation, the 
calculation will used the different approach. The 
following steps present the process of the algorithm. 

Step 1: Initialization of parameters and random solutions 
generation 
First, the essential parameters of ACP-FA are initialized 
heuristically. After that, the initial solutions are randomly 
generated and stored in the Solution Archive-T (SAT). 

 
Step 2: Fitness evaluation 
Next, the randomly generated solutions, which are the 
individual matrix X, are evaluated by calculating their 
fitness through (7). Later, all the evaluated solutions of 
SAT are sorted.  
 
Step 3: Solution update process 
At first, the parental solutions for generating the new 
solutions are chosen based the concept introduced by 
ACO. This is based on a random number, q between [0, 1] 
and a constant, qo. If q > qo, the exploration of solution is 
favored by the ants. Otherwise, the ants prefer the 
exploitation of solution if q < qo. The next step is to 
determine the hybrid mean via FPA. Firstly, the selection 
of global and local pollination will be determined by 
discrete probability constant po and a random number of 
[0, 1]. The equation of hybrid mean using global 
pollination is: 

 
 (8) 

 
Where, the Levy flight distribution (L) can be expressed 
as: 

 

 

( S > 0 ) (9) 

 
On the other hand, the hybrid mean using local pollination 
can be represented as: 

 
 (10) 

 
After the hybrid mean is calculated, the standard deviation 
is determined as follows:  
 

 
(11) 
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At this stage, the new solution will be generated from 
normal sampling technique based on the hybrid mean and 
standard deviation. This is performed as follows: 
 
 (12) 

 
After the new solutions have been produced, they are 
evaluated by means of fitness evaluation as in step 2. 
 
Step 4: Combining, assigning, sorting and update the SAT 
Subsequently, both parental and new populations are 
combined and sorted according to their quality of fitness. 
To maintain the size of SAT, only the first T solutions 
will be kept while the rests are discarded. 

 
Step 5: Convergence Test 
The step 3 to 4 will be performed in repetitive manner 
until the algorithm converges.  

Figure 2: Overall Algorithm of ACP-FA 

IV.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
The proposed algorithm was tested on IEEE 14-bus test 
system for validation purpose. The first case study to be 
discussed is reactive power load tracing with the 
competing methods are Topological Load Distribution 
Factor (TLDF) and Superposition Theorem (ST) based 
Power Tracing as have been proposed by [3] and [5] 
respectively. In this case study, the aim of the analysis is 
to evaluate to quality of the tracing results obtained from 
individual methods. Later, the second case study which is 
the analysis of the proposed hybrid algorithm and other 
optimization methods are carried out to justify the 
performance in terms of computation time and solution 
optimality. All the results in this section are presented in 
the Appendices of this paper. 

A. Allocation of reactive sources’ power 

After running the simulation, the results for ACP-FA, 
TLDF and ST are tabulated in Table A1, A2 and A3 
respectively. Based on Table A1 and A2, the results of 
ACP-FA and TLDF indicate an identical number of 
reactive sources and sink. As can be seen, there are 8 
reactive sources (G2, G4, G5, G8, C11, L6 and L7) and 
12 reactive sinks (G1, D2, D3, D4, D6, D8, D9, D10, 
D11, D12, D13, D14). For ST method as in Table 3,its 
result is different from that of ACP-FA and TLDF as it 
has only 6 reactive sources (G1, G2, G3, G4, G5 and G8) 
and 11 reactive sinks (D2, D3, D4, D6, D8, D9, D10, 
D11, D12, D13 and D14). This point signals the 
difference in point of view that ST defines the meaning of 
reactive sources and sinks as compared to other methods. 
In the perspective of ST, only generators are considered to 
be the source of reactive power and only loads that 
consume the supplied reactive power. While the ACP-FA 
and TLDF include the line flow pattern into consideration 
as the alternative sources of reactive power, the ST 
method ignores this. Due to such a different point of view, 
the overall results are different for all methods. For 
instance, the total MVar for ACP-FA, TLDF and ST are 
183.76, 137.735 and 123.071 MVar respectively. The 
reactive power of generator G3 contributed by load D3 is 
also different, such as 19.051, 19.00 and 9.397 MVar. The 
contradictory results exist due to the different formulation 
techniques applied in each method.  

The proposed ACP-FA requires no modification on the 
power system, that is, it used directly the power system as 
in the original condition. In addition, it takes into account 
the alternative elements and line flow patterns as in 
subsection A.iii. In contrast to ACP-FA, TLDF requires 
an assumption namely the Proportional Sharing Principle 
(PSP) plus a modification on the power system to be 
treated as lossless. Such a modification has reduced the 
accuracy of its results as they are valid only under lossless 
condition. Lastly, the ST method relies on circuit theory 
approach, which is the Superposition Theorem. The 
technique resulted in negative sharing tracing results, 
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which can lead to confusing interpretation in some 
deregulated environments.  

Mathematically, if the total reactive sources’ power of 
TLDF is summed to the total reactive losses, the result is 
137.74 + 50 = 187.54 MVar. The same goes for ST: if its 
total reactive sources’ power is summed to the total 
reactive losses and reactive power of C11, L6 and L11 
(i.e. the alternative elements), the result is 123.07 + 50 + 5 
+ 3.274 + 0.959 = 182.30 MVar. Hence, they are still 
about the same as that of ACP-FA which is 183.74 MVar. 
This has justified that there is no error in each method. 
The difference is due to their different problem 
formulation. 

 

B. Comparison of algorithm performance 

The performance of ACP-FA is to be compared with 
other optimization methods in terms of convergence speed 
and solution optimality. The competing methods are the 
original Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA), 
Evolutionary Programming (EP) and the continuous-
domain Ant Colony Optimization (ACOR). The results are 
tabulated in Table 4. 

Based on Table A4, the computation time required by 
ACP-FA, FPA, EP and ACOR are within 15 minutes. It is 
obvious that the ACP-FA and ACOR are the fastest 
algorithm with required computation time of 0.41 and 
0.38 minute respectively.  In contrast to ACP-FA and 
ACOR, FPA is moderate in speed with 1.30 minutes of 
computation time, while the EP is the slowest algorithm 
with 12.0 minutes of computation time. The different 
speed is affected by the population size which was 
employed by each algorithm, namely 5 agents are 
required by all algorithms except for EP which requires 
50. In term of solution optimality which is the resulted 
power tracing error, ELi, the objective was to obtain the 
lowest error as low as zero. From Table 4, it is proven that 
ACP-FA and EP are superior to the remaining two, where 
0.003 and 0.006 of error were resulted. The error for FPA 
is at acceptable value but not for ACOR, however, which 
are 0.008 and 0.029 respectively. Based on these findings, 
the competency of ACP-FA in performing at the fastest 
convergence speed and robust in finding the minimum 
error, ELi was verified.  

The ACOR exhibits its ability in convergence speed 
which is the fastest among the others but cannot guarantee 
for an optimum error. Whereas, the FPA was able to 
produce a remarkable error value but not as fast as ACOR. 
This is the main reason to hybrid the ACOR and FPA, 
where the features such as fast speed and solution update 
intelligence are combined to be the proposed hybrid 
algorithm. The convergence of ACP-FA with other 
algorithms is depicted in Figure 1A. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed power tracing technique successfully 
produced transparent results for MVar allocation in 14-
bus power systems with simple problem formulation. The 
proposed method performed effectively neither required 
matrix operation nor any assumptions like PSP. Through 
hybridization, the performance of the proposed ACP-FA 
was extended in terms of convergence speed and solution 
optimality. It was validated that the hybrid algorithm 
guaranteed both criteria for more robust optimization 
engine over other methods. For future recommendation, 
the implementation of the proposed power tracing should 
be widened into the field of voltage stability and power 
system monitoring. 
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APPENDICES  
 

TABLE A1 : ALLOCATION OF REACTIVE SOURCES’ POWER USING ACP-FA 

Reactive 
Sources 

Extracted By Reactive Sinks 

G1 D2 D3 D4 D6 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14 
Total , 

QGi 

G2 39.374 4.464 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 43.838 

G3 11.557 1.603 19.051 0.000 0.468 0.155 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 32.834 

G4 1.582 0.556 0.000 7.530 4.336 1.361 12.494 5.148 1.774 7.045 6.015 1.903 49.745 

G5 24.860 5.000 0.000 0.000 0.819 0.711 2.798 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.898 38.086 

G8 8.658 1.129 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.213 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 

C11 1.192 1.497 0.000 0.000 0.089 0.013 1.414 0.647 0.029 0.000 0.000 0.120 5.000 

L6 0.418 2.573 0.000 0.000 0.054 0.229 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.274 

L7 0.927 0.016 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.959 

Total 88.567 16.838 19.051 7.530 5.766 2.699 16.706 5.796 1.803 7.045 6.015 5.921 183.74 
Note: G, L , D and C  mean generator, line number, load and capacitor bus 

 
 
 

TABLE A2 : ALLOCATION OF REACTIVE SOURCES’ POWER USING TLDF 

Reactive 
Sources 

Extracted By Reactive Sinks 

G1 D2 D3 D4 D6 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14 
Total , 

QGi 

G2 28.677 8.086 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 36.763 

G3 7.252 1.993 19.000 0.000 0.599 0.046 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 28.890 

G4 5.200 0.629 0.000 7.500 0.011 0.743 0.874 2.885 0.895 6.600 5.800 4.114 35.251 

G5 5.244 1.245 0.000 0.000 2.691 0.207 14.842 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.837 25.066 

G8 3.552 0.428 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.509 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.489 

C11 0.021 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.001 0.884 2.915 0.905 0.000 0.000 0.050 4.791 

L6 1.148 0.272 0.000 0.000 0.589 0.045 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.055 

L7 0.341 0.041 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.049 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.431 

Total 51.435 12.70 19.00 7.50 3.90 1.60 16.60 5.80 1.80 6.60 5.80 5.00 137.74 

Note: G, L , D and C  mean generator, line number, load and capacitor bus 
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TABLE A3 : ALLOCATION OF REACTIVE SOURCES’ POWER USING ST 

Reactive 
Sources 

Extracted By Reactive Sinks 

D2 D3 D4 D6 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14 
Total , 

QGi  

G1 -1.117 -23.303 2.388 -13.800 -25.057 3.694 1.761 0.360 3.326 0.623 -0.313 -51.436 

G2 3.320 11.019 2.372 5.021 7.087 5.779 1.891 0.669 1.700 2.450 2.531 43.839 

G3 2.431 9.397 2.097 2.898 3.238 4.919 1.657 0.563 1.647 2.002 1.986 32.835 

G4 3.904 15.063 1.294 7.120 10.838 4.882 1.421 0.495 0.607 1.811 2.311 49.746 

G5 2.942 11.318 1.420 5.310 8.335 3.148 0.985 0.413 0.787 1.679 1.748 38.087 

G8 0.737 2.905 0.365 1.377 2.093 0.977 0.301 0.114 0.212 0.436 0.484 10.000 

Total 12.218 26.398 9.936 7.927 6.533 23.400 8.017 2.614 8.279 9.001 8.748 123.071 

Note: G, L , D and C  mean generator, line number, load and capacitor bus 

 
 

TABLE A4: PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHM 

Methods 
Convergence time 

(minute) 
Optimal error, ELi Number of population 

ACP-FPA 0.41 0.003 5 

ACOR 0.38 0.029 5 

FPA 1.30 0.008 5 

EP 12.0 0.006 50 

 
 

Figure A1: Convergence Graph Algorithm of ACP-FA 
 
 
 
 
 


